Welcome to the Quest Learning & Assessment documentation pages! First time accessing Quest? Start here!

Popular Instructor Pages

- Creating a New Question
- Creating a Custom Review
- Constants
- Conversions
- Assignment overview

Popular Student Pages

- Answering Questions in Quest
- Numbers and Scientific Notation
- Enrolling in a class
- My Assignments
- Entering Expressions in Quest

What's new in Quest:

April 2018

- Previous Responses listed on learning module assignments
- faster recalculation of assignment averages
- increased Canvas integration stability
- minor bug fixes

February 2018

- expanded functionality of copy page
- improved stability and monitoring of Canvas integration
- improved responsiveness of UI
- improved logging of user events
- various bug fixes and UI improvements

November 2017

- Item Pooling - randomly select a student's problems from a group of similar items

Thank you for your continued support.